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Douyin (Chinese version of Tiktok)** Data Report

note that Tiktok is the US counterpart to Douyin, they’re both owned by ByteDance

translated by Katherine Wu 
twitter: @katherineykwu
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2019, Douyin collects even more wonderful (moments)

** Remember once again that all these stats are from Douyin (which is 
Chinese-users only), and you can only download this in mainland 

China 
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2020 January 5th:

Douyin DAU over 400 million

320 million

400 million

250 million

three-year-old Douyin made more friends
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recording those sweet moments from families

460,000 families

in 2019

460,000 families used tiktok to capture moments with the entire family

family-related content were played 2.79 billion views, and received 100 million likes 

3.6 million videos of parents with their children

in 2019

parents on tiktok captured 3.6 million videos

to record those sweet daily life moments with their children
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1.76 million videos welcoming newborns

Douyin in 2019…

180,000 videos about the Chinese GaoKao (Chinese college entrance exams)

380,000 videos about graduation

7.09 million videos on weddings

each important moment in life, authentically recorded
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(long poetic sentence about how lucky is to have a cute pet to grow up with you)

most popular type of cat in 2019

Husky

most popular type of dog in 2019

Dragon Li (Chinese domestic breed, ~a tabby cat)

most popular type of duck in 2019

call duck
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top-liked professions on 2019 douyin

teacher

nurse

620 million

firefighter

police

doctor

programmer

cook

farmer

hairdresser

janitor/ sanitation worker
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all of you expressing yourselves freely on Douyin
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(long poetic sentence on how filter can age you/ make you look younger)

210 million likes

24.18 million videos using the ‘baby’ filter

which received 210 million likes 

3.265 million videos using the ‘aging’ filter

which received 210 million likes 

1.02 billion likes

30.71 milion users

used the ‘time goes on/ memories’ video option
 to record how quickly time passes by
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top 10 backgorund songs on douyin in 2019

these are mostly chinese songs you can probably just google cut/paste
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what douyin users of different ages like to create and watch

creation category watch category

60s

born in the…

70s

80s

90s

00s

dance
weddings

food artisan creations

family scenary

scenary lifestyle/ ecommerce

anime/ 2-d animations cute things (like puppies)
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top 5 chinese cities with the most amount of creators/ views 

Beijing Liaoning

Shanghai

JiLin

Heilongjiang

(northeastern china wins)
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bigger the world, broader the connection 
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scenic location check-ins/ videos : 660 
million users; around the world 

this is hard to explain but it’s about a viral video of a dancer 
in Xian China- videos about her has received 2.3 billion 

plays  

travel/culture

videos related/ shot in ‘scenic’ counties (This is 
sorta hard to translate..I guess you can say 

farmland/ non-cities..?) were shared 36.63 million 
times
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top 10 non-China cities with most amount of views (videos that were shot there)

seoulbangkok tokyo

osaka (japan)

singapore dubai london
los angeles

paris
Nha Trang   (vietnam)
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cities in China with the most amount of likes (videos that were 
shot there) 

total amount of likes (per 100million） city

beijing

chengdu

shanghai

shenzhen

guangzhou

hangzhou

chongqing

xian

zheng zhou

Wuhan
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top 10 travel destinations

Datang Everbright City in Xian (google this it gets so lit)

Disneyland in Shanghai

Chengdu Panda base

beijing national palace museum 

I dont know the english name but this is 
basically a giant amusement park on crack 
in Zhongqing. this is where you see people 

walking on glass bridges between huge cliffs 
and stuff- look at the photos here: http://
www.mafengwo.cn/gonglve/ziyouxing/

53288.html
Bell Tower of Xi'an

the bund in shanghai

ok I got lazy here but you get the point
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the top 10 scenic locations in china (in non-cities)

I dont bother translating the names of these but you can just copy paste the words in 
bold, google it, and go to photos to get a sense- lots of mountains and parks and 

nature/ scenary
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top 10 food dishes/ snacks- sorta self explantory 
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Douyin has become China’s largest knowledge/ culture/ art/ non-promo platform 
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douyin makes learning more fun

14.89 million videos on knowledge-based content

every 1 knowledge-based video can reach 100,000 people 

130 million people viewed [user name] chemistry courses, 78% of those are men

64.1 million people viewed [user name] ancient architecture lectures, 54% of which are women

41.8 million people viewed [username] biology lectures, 1/3 of those  viewers were born after 1995
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top 5 types of knowledge based content

how to cook

foreign language education

subject-based education (math, chemistry, bio, history)

professional education (computer, office, programming, photoshop)

general knowledge (law, natural disaster prep, health, astrology)
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art/ culture is trending again..

543.1 billion plays on culture-related content

with 16.9 billion likes

20.45 million people with ….I don’t know how to 
translate but it’s basically making little figures of 

chinese opera singers 
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top 10 liked museums in china
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types of chinese art/ culture that is popular on douyin
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